» Learn More

You can read more about
dyslexia in Sally Shaywitz’
new book, Overcoming
Dyslexia 2nd Edition
(Knopf, 2020).
Angeles. “This helped me figure out
how letter sounds change depending
on the shape of my mouth or where
my tongue is.”
Technology can help solve some
of the problems faced by dyslexic
students. For example. writing and
spelling are often difficult. One helpful
tool is speech-to-text software. It
listens to your speech and turns it
into words on a computer screen.
Recording thoughts quickly makes
the writing process easier for many
people. “Being able to turn my speech
into words changed how I felt about
writing,” said Isabelle. “It wasn’t so
frustrating, and I could work faster.”
Audiobooks can also help people
with dyslexia. Listening to books
read aloud gives easier access to
knowledge. It also allows people with
dyslexia to build their vocabulary and
become familiar with text structure.

Success and Confidence
In 2018, the Shaywitzes completed
a study comparing Yale graduates
with and without dyslexia. The study
revealed that dyslexic students still
needed more time to complete their
work. But they were just as confident
and successful as typical readers. Even
after they left school, no difference
was found in how likely they were to
achieve goals, compared with peers
without dyslexia.
One dyslexic graduate told the
researchers, “Because I read slowly,
I tend to focus more on what I am
reading. This helps me absorb the
material better than others.” Turning
a weakness into a strength—now
that’s a smart move.
Rachel Kehoe lives in a house that looks
like a library. She’s intrigued by the fact that
every ‘c’ in the word ‘Pacific Ocean’ is
pronounced differently.
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A Font o

Know
by Elizabeth Tracy

I

f your friends say you are a
“font of knowledge” you’re
probably well-read and have
all the answers. But there is
another type of font—a typeface
or set of characters with a similar
design—that might affect your
ability to read.

Reading Frustration

Many smart and creative
students find reading
exhausting. Christian Boer,
a Dutch graphic designer with
dyslexia, can certainly relate.
His graduation project at
the University of the Arts
Utrecht required so much
reading, he thought he’d
never finish. Then his teacher
asked him to describe what
reading with dyslexia was like.
Boer perceived letters threedimensionally—like balloons
that crowd together, floating
and turning. A light switched
on! Why not start a new

Dyslexie Font Alphabet

project and redesign the
alphabet?

Alphabet Make-Over

Unlike most design projects,
the goal wasn’t to make
something pretty. Boer’s
font had to be easier to
read. He worked for months
to give every character a
new look:

» A sans serif design
(letters whose lines have
no little caps at the end)
minimizes distractions.
» More space for each
letter reduces crowding.
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CAN A
TYPEFACE
HELP
SOMEONE
READ?

wledge
» Thicker bottoms “anchor”
characters to the page.
» Subtle shape and height
changes make it easier to
tell letters apart.
» Bold capitals and punctuation marks emphasize
where sentences or
phrases begin and end.
Boer had finally created
a typeface that helped him
read. He turned his greatest

challenge into something
positive—and the Dyslexie
font was born!

Every Brain Is
Different

THIS ARTICLE
APPEARS IN
DYSLEXIE FONT!
DO YOU FIND IT
EASY TO READ?
with Lin Oliver, are inspired by
his own experiences growing
up with dyslexia. And they’re
printed in Dyslexie. “It makes
your eye and the page friendly,”
says Winkler. “I wish I had
this when I was growing up.”
After struggling with reading
his entire life, Winkler is doing
something he never thought
he could do—writing books!
So maybe there is a font of
knowledge.
Elizabeth Tracy is a writer who
loves real-life inspiring stories.
She lives in New York City with her
husband, their cat, and a massive
collection of books and games.
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But can his font help
others? Boer’s own surveys
and independent studies
show that many students
with dyslexia (and even
some without) prefer using
Dyslexie. However, some
researchers say there
is no evidence that the
font makes reading easier
for people with dyslexia.
“Every brain is different,”
Boer acknowledges,
“and people experience
dyslexia in different ways.”
He encourages kids to
try it out, along with
other reading tools and
technologies. “See what
works for you!”
One person for whom
Boer’s font makes a
dramatic difference is
award-winning actor Henry
Winkler. His humorous
Here’s Hank books, written

